
MONTH CHAPTER/TOPIC LEARNING OUTCOME
ACTIVITY/PROJECT/

ASSIGNMENT

MODE OF TEACHING-

LEARNING

(SYNCHRONOUS/

ASYNCHRONOUS)

PPT/VIDEOS

ASSESSMENT 

(ONLINE/

OFFLINE)

HOME BASED EXPERIMENT/ACTIVITY

MONTH 1

1. Shifting from place to 

place            

2.Every body is Unique

    

3. Food for Plants and 

Animals                                        

displacement, job transfer, large size of family and education of women.     

places they live and inheritance and acquires the characters from family and living 

style. 

one type natural disaster, due to which, changes have been 

taken place in people’s life reciting there    

SYNCHRONOUS

PPT On Natural Disasters and 

Pictures of incectivorous plants, cud 

chewing animals, food chain and 

food webs.

https://youtu.be/3pD68uxRLkM

Off Line

* Prepare your family tree with your parent's help     

*Show the relationship between animals and plants 

to represent food web with toy models.       

MONTH 2

4.Food and Health

5.How Food Gets Spoiled

6.Farmers and Famine  

Observes the basic needs to stay healthy, balanced diet, regular exercise, enough rest. 

them in regular diet to avoid many diseases

during diarrhoea 

them in regular diet to avoid many diseases

*Prepare a vaccination chart.                

        

* write a short note on any Famine condition arised in India, 

find the real reasons for it      

SYNCHRONOUS

PPT ,                                                          

vitamins and minerals deficiency 

diseases

Off Line

preservation  agent with the help of parents

preservation technique.

observe glucose drip during ill health.

all required vitamins and minerals for healthy 

growth.

to lack of vit-D

MONTH 3

7.Water              

8.Plants and Animals in 

water         

                    

9. Substances that mix,Float 

or Sink    

Know about the water resources in olden days like as  bowlis, piaoos etc

neighbourhood               

 Understand about the different substances that float, mix or sink

water

irrigation methods

SYNCHRONOUS

photosynthesis                                  

Prepare a vaccination chart.

Off Line

workout eg. Skipping, yoga, dance, games, puzzles 

etc. at home.

motivate them to be healthier and spend some 

quality time together.

(continue these in the following weeks)
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MONTH 4

10. Types of houses   

11. Social Life         

  

12. Games

curved roofs, house boats, in costal areas, in Arctic regions, in remote areas, 

Earthquake prone areas etc.   

            

curved roofs, house boats, in costal areas, in Arctic regions, in remote areas, 

Earthquake prone areas etc.     

           

fitness and recreation for brain also

team games

disaster.

and arctic region

bees living as a social unit    

India

SYNCHRONOUS

rescuing people in disasters

life of honey bees.

modern and ancient games of India

India in sports

Off Line

* Make a list of suggestions for people about stay 

safe during earthquake.   

home with the help of parents and friends.                                

                     

*  Spend some time  to learn some  games played in 

olden days

MONTH 5

13. Breathing   

14. Fuels                  

15. Monuments  

conventional fuels.

previous era

case the heritage to our future generations makers in a chart

SYNCHRONOUS mechanism Offline

 Activity to show presence of humid air in exhaling .    

cooking .

monuments to show them the heritage and explain 

the importance of constructing the monumen


